
Report to FIT Mundus: 

- Contact with EULITA: mainly discussions and information about our future projects, 

invitations etc. 

- Contact with EUATC: Meeting with Rudy Tiry concerning the situation on the European 

market and TTIP 

- Contact with CIUTI (Attendance at the CIUTI Forum in Geneva: Eyvor Fogarty and Natascha 

Dalügge-Momme): development of future common projects for professional associations and 

EMT universities in Europe. Has to be continued 

- Contact with WIPO (position on the impact of TTIP?). Requirements for translator 

qualifications? Does TransCert fit in? Are there any other qualifications possible? 

- Contact with NATO: criteria for working in Brussels, job offers to be regularly communicated. 

Inquired NATO’s position concerning Afghan translators/interpreters (they don’t have to 

have one – matter of countries) 

- Contact with DGT: article concerning translators in danger 

 Letter concerning TransCert – next project: FIT Europe would like to be 

involved, as expressed by the member associations 

- Letter to support translators and interpreters in danger, to be used necessary by member 

associations: a small relevant article will also appear in Translatio 

- Project: comparison of the admission criteria of associations in Europe: as translators and 

interpreters are travelling/working and become members of different associations in 

different countries, it might be of interest to know the working and membership 

requirements in other countries 

- Project: platform for interpreters and translators in Europe: initial input is being gathered, 

has to be continued 

- Gathering information concerning translation houses: has been started last year and has to 

be further continued 

- Monitoring to be continued: revised key words and themes: it is important to follow the 

proposed laws in the different countries and EU regulations, in order to be able to react 

immediately and appropriately for the benefit of our colleagues 

- TTIP: preparing a position paper, together with Council member R. Ensor 

- Social media for FIT Europe: Facebook, LinkedIN, Twitter: Facebook and LinkedIn landing 

page has to be created. Twitter: not decided yet who will be the twitter 

- Preparing the next annual meeting together with the CBTI – CBTI’s 60th birthday: a speech 

from N. Dalügge-Momme and Henry Liu is expected. A touristic program and the facilities for 

a stay in Brussels will be elaborated by the Belgian Chamber 

- Letter of support for Danish association: concerning the case of sworn translators and 

interpreters 

- Letter of support for “Charlie Hebdo” 

- TTIP position paper (discussed with ATA and EUATC): has to be finished soon (s. above) 

- Letter to Prof. Budin and A. Krause concerning the continuation of TransCert with FIT Europe 

as a partner, not on the advisory board: involvement in a future TransCert project underlined 

in this letter 

- Attendance at the meeting in Opatia (Croatia): Annette Schiller. Translating Europe by DGT 

- Correspondence with Lind-Web: concerning formal and non-formal education  



- Working group to be established on Professional Development: future project. Several 

interested persons and colleagues have already accepted to take part in the working group 

- Amendment of the FIT Europe Regulations: not yet finished. On the website, the terms have 

already been corrected, but not in the Regulations 


